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World leader in innovative photography tours and workshops since 1980!

JOE VAN OS
Consummate Naturalist + Photographer
Joe Van Os has been director of Joseph Van Os Photo Safaris for over three decades.
His lifelong interest in nature has been the driving force in Joseph Van Os Photo
Safaris, an enthusiasm that continues to influence new trip development to the
world's most spectacular nature photography locations. Joe is a seasoned tour leader,
having led hundreds of tours and cruises worldwide. He is also a proficient and avid
nature photographer. Thousands of his photographs regularly accompany
advertising and articles in books, magazines and corporate publications around the
world, represented as photo stock by Getty Images. Joe lives on rural Vashon Island
surrounded by Washington State's Puget Sound.
Joe is equally involved with the development and management of TravelWild
Expeditions. Check out TravelWild Expeditions now!
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A Joseph Van Os Photo Safari is like no other kind of journey. While virtually every tour company includes
"photography" as part of their overall trip activities, Joseph Van Os Photo Safaris is set apart by our
commitment to offer the finest in outdoor photography and related travel.
That means we spend more time at the places we visit than other nature/photo/adventure travel companies
for a more in-depth photo exploration of the wildlife, wild places and people we encounter along the way.

Taking part in a
Joseph Van Os Photo Safari
is a concentrated and
productive photography
experience.

Unlike many companies that offer trips "suitable"
for general travelers — nature enthusiasts and
photographers combined — our trips are
designed exclusively for nature and outdoor
photography enthusiasts. Our trips give our
clients more time in the field to work on their
photography while observing nature, rather than
dashing from place to place with numerous short
stops throughout the day. Our trip itineraries
revolve around creating opportunities for
photography, unlike the many tours where the
photographer must search for time in the
itinerary to squeeze in a few quick shots, while
the trip attempts to cater to clients with divergent
interests.
Meet our tour leaders…

DON’T MISS

JOE'S TOP PICKS
Top worldwide photography destinations and incredible
camera-worthy subjects that should be on every traveling
photographer’s bucket list. Check out the tours now!

We don't cut corners. From the time our clients contact our office
until we bid them farewell, they will receive the attention, service
and great accommodations upon which our world-class
reputation is based. Our Photo Safaris are "all-inclusive" from
meals, accommodations, in-tour transportation, entrance fees,
leader services and other items essential to a successful trip. We
are in the "trip-of-a-lifetime" business—a company that offers
unsurpassed photography opportunities, excellent leaders, great
food, comfortable lodging, and above all, a lot of fun!

PHOTO SAFARI TOURS
Our photo tours are built from the
ground up for—and by—photographers.
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CONTACT US

JOSEPH VAN OS PHOTO SAFARIS
PO Box 655
Vashon Island, WA 98070
ph 206-463-5383
fx 206-463-5484
photosafaris.com
info@photosafaris.com

